
Design principles in open-ended 
tasks and creating collaborative 
learning environments
We acknowledge the traditional owners of the land and their elders past, present and emerging. We aim to 
respect them, their history and their future by respecting and maintaining this land that supports us.



In the spirit of open ended tasks and collaborative 
discussion, let’s start with something fun!



Which one doesn’t belong?
Select one option.



instructional model with a greater focus on student engagement



Conceptual 
Understanding

+
Procedural 

Fluency

Collaborative 
Problem Solving

+
Personalized 

Practice

Student 
Ownership

+
Teacher

Guidance



● Low floor, high ceiling 

● Collaborative

● Group based

● Encouraging active 
participants 

https://mathspace.co/teacher/engage-activity-preview/Subtopic-268414
https://mathspace.co/teacher/engage-activity-preview/Subtopic-268414


12 guiding design 
principles 
informed our 
education team’s 
approach



Represent concepts in multiple 
ways

Multiple opportunities for 
low-effort, low-stakes 

engagement 

Avoid introducing new 
terminology within a task

Help students rise to high 
expectations

Adhere to the structure of 
routines wherever possible

Contextual problems should be 
accessible to the diversity of 

our students

Questions posed should always 
have negotiable answers

Build adaptations for each task 
to engage all learners

Create a safe space for student 
thinking

Make deeper and more open 
tasks

Motivate students to engage 
with a concept in a 
mathematical way

Provide opportunities for 
creativity and play

Notice or Wonder?



Engaging students in four stages

The Hook
An opening exercise with 

predictable structure designed to 
promote maths agency

The Launch
A teacher-led setup phase

Explore
Where students work within 

predictable group-work structures 
to work on the problem

Discuss
A teacher-facilitated presentation 

and consolidation phase



Let’s dive deeper into Hook Routines

The Hook
An opening exercise with 

predictable structure designed to 
promote maths agency

The Launch
A teacher-led setup phase

Explore
Where students work within 

predictable group-work structures 
to work on the problem

Discuss
A teacher-facilitated presentation 

and consolidation phase



Why start with a Hook Routine?

Builds connections

Low risk

Collective understanding

Familiar content

Focus not on correct answers

Creativity and diversity

Empowering participation



Four types of Hook Routines

Which one doesn’t belong? Co-craft questions

Notice and Wonder Open Questions
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Four types of Hook Routines

Which one doesn’t belong? Co-craft questions

Notice and Wonder Open QuestionsOpen Questions



Which of these question styles have 
you used before?

Which one doesn’t belong? Co-craft questions

Notice and Wonder Open Questions



Let’s dive deeper into The Launch

The Hook
An opening exercise with 

predictable structure designed to 
promote maths agency

The Launch
A teacher-led setup phase

Explore
Where students work within 

predictable group-work structures 
to work on the problem

Discuss
A teacher-facilitated presentation 

and consolidation phase

The Launch
A teacher-led setup phase



Two stages for The Launch

Set clear expectations

● Goals?
● Student submissions?
● Interactions?

Provide individual think-time

● Prior knowledge?
● Anything else?

Stage One

Stage Two



An example of The Launch



Let’s dive deeper into Explore and Discuss

The Hook
An opening exercise with 

predictable structure designed to 
promote maths agency

The Launch
A teacher-led setup phase

Explore
Where students work within 

predictable group-work structures 
to work on the problem

Discuss
A teacher-facilitated presentation 

and consolidation phase

The Launch
A teacher-led setup phase

The Launch
A teacher-led setup phase

Explore
Where students work within 

predictable group-work structures 
to work on the problem

Discuss
A teacher-facilitated presentation 

and consolidation phase



An example of The Explore and Discuss



Five Instructional Practices for 
preparing your own Engage Activity

Anticipating

What 
approaches do 
we think 
students will 
take?

Selecting

What students 
responses 
should be 
shared with 
the class?

Sequencing

In what order 
can we 
present 
student work?

Monitoring

What 
approaches 
did students 
actually take?

Connecting

Between 
student 
solutions and 
from the 
solutions to 
the goals

Launch phase
Pre-planning

Explore phase
Discuss phase



Anticipate, select and sequence - let’s 
try together

Determine the number 
of squares in the 100th 
case of this pattern. 

Create and justify a 
model that can be used 
to find the number of 
squares in any case.



Anticipate, select and sequence - let’s 
try together

How do you think students will approach this 
problem? 

How can you facilitate groups using each of the approaches you 
described? What prompts or questions might you ask to encourage 
deeper learning?

What models, test values, and solutions do you 
anticipate seeing as students work?



Anticipate, select and sequence - let’s 
see some student responses
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Anticipate, select and sequence - let’s 
see some student responses



Anticipate, select and sequence - how 
might we engage with these students?



Let’s take a look at how these activities 
work on Mathspace

https://mathspace.co/teacher/engage-activity-preview/Subtopic-254759
https://mathspace.co/teacher/engage-activity-preview/Subtopic-254759
https://mathspace.co/teacher/engage-activity-preview/Subtopic-268414
https://mathspace.co/teacher/engage-activity-preview/Subtopic-268414


Thank you!

Contact me for a copy of the slides:
cblake@mathspace.com.au
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